Commissioned by Gemischter Chor ANGUSTA, Sapporo City, Japan, and their artistic director Takayuki Fukuda

Voice on the Wind

Words and music by SARAH QUARTEL

Freely, in your own time \( \dot{=} 66 \)

HAND DRUM *

SOLO or SMALL GROUP

mf

I heard a voice on the summer wind,

hoo wah___ hoo wah__ hoo_______ Who she

is I can’t explain. hoo wah___ hoo wah_____

Driving, with a sense of anticipation \( \dot{=} 104 \)

TUTTI

mf

S./A.

hoo

T. B.

mf

* Alternatively a bodhrán may be used.

Duration: 4 mins
I heard a voice on the summer wind,

hoo wah hoo wah hoo

Blowing free and blowing wild.

I heard a voice on the summer wind,

hoo wah hoo wah hoo wah hoo

hoo wah hoo wah hoo